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Editorial on the Research Topic

The left behind: Crisis and challenges of the left in

contemporary democracies

Left-wing parties have been in decline almost everywhere in the western world in

the last decade (Benedetto et al., 2020; Polacko, 2022). Although the ebbs and tide of

the electoral fortunes of left-wing parties have often been at the center of the stage in

the academic debate, it seems now that the Left is facing a deep and structural crisis

(Abou-Chadi et al., 2021; Delwit, 2021). The debate has thus revamped, spurring a

renovated interest of political scientists who have been addressing the issue from a

wide variety of viewpoints. Some scholars focused on demand-side explanations of the

decline of the Left, pointing out how socio-economic transformations induced by de-

industrialization and globalization have redefined both traditional social structures and

voters’ identities in modern societies (Franklin et al., 1992; Oesch and Rennwald, 2018;

Goldberg, 2020). Others have paid greater attention to the mutating strategies of political

parties and their shifting from class-appealing positions toward issue positions that cross-

cut the traditional class structure (Evans and Tilley, 2017; Bremer, 2018; Abou-Chadi

and Wagner, 2019). Others instead have addressed the problem from the perspective of

cleavage politics, investigating whether the left electoral mobilization still depends upon

its old class cleavage roots (Emanuele, 2021) or focusing on the emergence of new societal

and political cleavages displacing the traditional ones and redefining the space of political

competition (Inglehart, 1990; Kriesi et al., 2008; Hooghe and Marks, 2018). Although

these perspectives offer rich insights into the dynamics of the Left’s decline, they rarely

communicate with one another.

From a content viewpoint, the four articles of this Research Topic aim at

investigating such alleged “crises” of the left, focusing on the organizational structures,

the programmatic positions, and the dynamics of electoral support and voting behavior.
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Moreover, the Research Topic has the purpose of

investigating the transformation of left-wing parties, both

from a theoretical and an empirical perspective and, focusing on

the latter, using both a demand-side and a supply-side approach.

Starting fromDownsian perspective, yet extending the scope

of his analysis, Huijzer shows to what extent the political

trajectory of left-wing parties should be understood not merely

in electoral terms but also by taking into account the ideological

position of left-wing parties. A declining left-wing party, in

this theoretical perspective, is not just a party that loses

consensus among citizens but also a party that loses the

struggle of ideas and leaves the hegemony of the narrative

to other political parties: left-wing parties might not be left-

wing anymore either if they move to the right ideologically

or when they lose consensus on left-wing policies they want

to promote.

This theoretical framework resonates with the contribution

by Trastulli, who investigates the patterns of continuity and

change in the emphasis put by social democratic parties

on traditional economic left issues. Through a comparative

longitudinal analysis based on Manifesto project data and

covering 20 Western European countries from the end of

World War II to date, Trastulli shows that, contrary to the

general wisdom but consistently with recent analyses on the

topic (e.g., Jansen et al., 2013; Adam and Ftergioti, 2019;

Emanuele, 2021), social democratic parties have increased their

emphasis on economic left issues over time. A more careful

look at the data reveals, interestingly, that almost all the

increase in the emphasis on economic left issues is driven

by the last years (2010–2021). Indeed, following the so-called

“Great Recession,” social democratic parties have clearly shifted

to the left from the economic viewpoint compared to all

previous periods, even including the period 1945–1967, the

“Golden Age” of mass parties, and the years of Lipset and

Rokkan’s formulation of the “freezing hypothesis” and the

class cleavage theory. Of course, we have to acknowledge that

the political supply of parties that fall under the umbrella of

the ‘class bloc’ (Bartolini and Mair, 1990) in contemporary

Western Europe is rather diversified and, besides parties

belonging to traditional party families like social democratic

and communist ones, we may find unusual left-wing political

formations that have developed original programmatic and

organizational features and have become increasingly relevant

from the electoral viewpoint. A striking example is represented

by the Labor Party of Belgium (PTB-PVDA), analyzed in the

article by Delwit. Founded in the 1970s by Ludo Martens as a

Maoist party, the PTB-PVDA experienced decades of electoral

irrelevance at the fringe of the Belgian party system, up to

the electoral breakthrough of the 2010s and the challenge to

the Belgian consociational cartel of traditional parties. This

success was achieved, as the author explains, thanks to an

original combination of old and new elements, namely an

old organizational model typical of communist parties with a

new emphasis put on personalization and a populist style of

political communication.

The results concerning the supply side (in particular those

related to the evolution of left-wing parties’ positions on the

economy) leave us with some intriguing questions about the

electoral support for left-wing parties. Existing literature has

by now established that the traditional connection between

the working class and the Left has been in decline for a

while (Franklin et al., 1992; Evans, 1999; for a more recent

contribution, see e.g., Angelucci and Vittori, 2021). Accordingly,

other scholars have shown that the class base of the Left

has considerably changed, being now mostly grounded on the

support of socio-cultural professionals (Oesch and Rennwald,

2018). While the transformations of the class base electorate of

the Left have been usually imputed to the changing position of

left-wing parties toward less economically friendly positions for

the working class (e.g., Evans and Tilley, 2012, 2017; Rennwald

and Evans, 2014), empirical evidence now suggests that the Left

has lost part of the original working-class support, although

it has adopted more left-wing positions over time. If it is

true that left-wing positions on the economy reinforce class

voting (see Angelucci and Vittori, 2021), the decline of class

voting cannot be explained by the simple fact that left-wing

parties moved toward the center on the economic dimension

because they radicalized their economic positions, especially

in the last decade. These findings call for a new perspective

on the study of class support for left-wing parties. In this

vein, the article by Marchesi introduces a new promising

approach to understand the evolution of class voting and

the changing class base of the electorate of the Left. Aside

from parties’ positions, Marchesi looks at the role of values

as a powerful mobilizing tool that party families can use to

appeal to different social classes. In his multivariate analysis,

he shows that while left-wing parties are more likely to

capitalize on social and economic liberal values, right-wing

parties are more likely to get electorally rewarded by mobilizing

conservative values. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,

he demonstrates that a considerable share of the variability

in voting choices across different classes is accounted for by

value predispositions.

While this last contribution shed some new light on

the changing composition of the Left’s electorate, still some

questions remain open. In particular, it is not completely clear

why class voting continues to decline, notwithstanding the

increased emphasis that left-wing parties devote on left-wing

economic issues. Additionally, the failure to remobilize (so far)

the woking class, cast serious doubt about the capacity of left-

wing parties to craft a programmatic platform bridging together

socio-cultural professionals (the new reference class for these

parties as underlined by Oesch and Rennwald, 2018) and the

“old” working-class. From a certain point of view, however,

this may not necessarily be a bad scenario for the Left. Left-

wing parties could try to appeal to a larger electorate among
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socio-cultural professionals and more progressive sectors of

the middle class (thus definitely renouncing the numerically

shrinking working class). At the same time, however, this may

require the adoption of more moderate positions to appeal to

the middle-class sectors of society (something that, so far, is far

from the horizon, as Trastulli pointed out).

More generally, left-wing parties historically stemmed from

the class cleavage, and it is now conventional wisdom that

this story inevitably goes toward an end. At the same time,

left-wing parties have not taken clear positions on the new

allegedly dominant dimension of party competition represented

by globalization and the division between demarcationist and

integrationist parties (Kriesi et al., 2006; Kriesi et al., 2008;

Hooghe and Marks, 2018). Left-wing parties are, therefore, half-

way between the old disappearing world of class cleavage politics

and the new context marked by the challenges of globalization,

supranational integration, and the transition to cosmopolitan

societies. In a nutshell, and this is perhaps the main take-

home point of this special issue, the Left is going to experience

a phase of deep uncertainty concerning not only its electoral

perspectives in the short run but also the rethinking of its

long-term identitarian foundations.
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